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This article presents Active Prolonged Engagement eXpanded (APEX), a framework and toolkit for 
informing evidence-based decisions about the iterative design of embodied, collaborative museum exhibits. 
We provide an overview of APEX, a framework that builds on both prior work and experimentally derived 
data to provide an understanding of how visitors’ physical, social, emotional, and intellectual engagement 
transform during the course of their interaction with an exhibit. We present two case studies 
demonstrating how to apply APEX in practice, analyzing video recordings of participant interactions with 
different design iterations of TuneTable—an interactive exhibit for co-creative computational music-
making—at both a macro- and micro-level. In the case studies, we explore how APEX reveals important 
features of participant interaction that suggest implications and directions for design. Finally, we present a 
toolkit of resources to aid researchers in operationalizing APEX as a framework for video analysis, in-situ 
observation, and iterative design and evaluation.1  
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1 INTRODUCTION  

Creating educational experiences for informal learning spaces—such as museums, science 
centers, or after-school centers—introduces a number of design constraints and opportunities 
that do not exist in formal learning environments. Informal spaces are often “free-choice” 
learning environments in which visitors structure their own learning experiences and can 
choose how long and in what depth they want to engage in different activities [22]. There are 
many exhibits or activities for groups to choose from, and visitors may be easily distracted or 
have little patience for activities that are difficult to grasp [2]. People visit these spaces in 
groups (e.g. family groups, school trips) as a leisure activity, meaning that activities excel when 
they are engaging, fun, and maximize opportunities for collaboration [30]. “Learning” in these 
environments is not strictly focused on content-knowledge gain, but also deals with socio-
emotional factors such as improving perceptions of a field or topic, fostering interest 
development, and providing memorable and awe-inspiring experiences [7,22]. Learning 
experiences also often involve embodied interaction (e.g. [36,51]), which contrasts with the 
passive transmission model of learning that is found in many classroom environments. 

Due to the unique features of informal learning, it is often difficult to assess learning 
interventions in museum spaces in the same manner we are accustomed to evaluating in a 
classroom. For example, pre/post tests are not well-suited to assessing learning for a visitor 
group that spends five minutes at an exhibit in a science center—both due to the short period of 
time between the “pre” and the “post” and because visitors having a fun afternoon at the 
museum may simply not want to take a test [2]. In addition, such metrics may only assess 
content-knowledge gain, ignoring important socio-emotional factors.  

Despite the challenges of evaluating learning in informal spaces, it is important to do so. 
Evidence-based evaluations can contribute to a better understanding of which exhibits are the 
most engaging, which are contributing to interest development and learning, and which should 
be preserved or abandoned during transformative museum planning [3]. In addition, evaluation 
is crucial during the initial period of exhibit design and development. Assessing prototypes on 
the museum floor can lead to unexpected results and it is important to understand which design 
conditions contribute to the strengths and weaknesses of an exhibit [18,38,64]. Evidence-based 
assessments can aid in facilitating constructive iterative design of exhibits. 

Researchers have developed methods for evaluating learning in museums, including 
frameworks for video analysis and live observation of participant interactions [6,39], 
retrospective interviews or post-tests specifically designed for the museum environment [23], 
and protocols for analyzing participant dialogue for evidence of learning [3,38,61]. However, 
there is still much room to explore in this space, particularly in regards to developing evidence-
based tools to understand the unique relationship between content-knowledge gain, socio-
emotional factors such as interest development and collaboration, and embodied interaction 
with exhibit components. 

The central research question we explore in this paper is: How can we inform evidence-
based decisions about the iterative design of interactive technology exhibits meant for 
collaborative, embodied active prolonged engagement [39] in informal learning spaces? We 
explore this question by reflecting on our own experience studying visitor interactions with 
TuneTable, a museum exhibit that aims to foster interest in computer science and communicate 
key computing concepts by engaging students in co-creative music programming. We begin by 
discussing related research on understanding and evaluating learning and interest development 
in museum spaces. We then describe the TuneTable exhibit. We then present APEX, a novel 
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framework for video analysis and observation in informal learning spaces that was derived from 
two previously existing frameworks [6,39] and a deductive thematic analysis of visitor 
interactions with Blockhead, an iteration of TuneTable. We apply APEX to two iterations of 
TuneTable, presenting each as a case study. The design goal underlying both iterations was 
fostering interest development and learning in computer science (CS) through co-creative music 
programming. However, the two iterations address the design goal in very different ways and 
thus represent two distinctly different exhibit designs. In the case studies, we explore how 
APEX reveals important features of participant interaction that suggest new implications and 
directions for design. We have recently expanded the APEX resources to include an observation 
form for lower-resource in-situ observation and a worksheet to aid designers in setting 
evaluation targets using APEX. We present these resources and then conclude by discussing 
limitations of the framework and directions for future work.  

The core contributions of this paper include: 1) APEX, a framework that can be used to 
qualitatively understand participants’ social, emotional, physical, and intellectual engagement 
with certain museum exhibits; 2) case studies demonstrating how to apply the APEX framework 
to understand participant interactions with two different museum exhibits; and 3) a toolkit of 
supplemental resources to aid researchers in operationalizing APEX in their design process, data 
collection, and analysis.  These resources can aid researchers in the CSCW community in 
designing and evaluating collaborative, embodied museum exhibits with interactive technology. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Learning in Museums  

Theories of constructivism are important to our understanding of museums and other informal 
learning spaces. Constructivism argues that learners actively engage with their environments to 
construct knowledge [7,32]. Among the theoretical origins of constructivism are Piaget’s work 
on the experiences of learners, as well as the conclusions of Vygotsky and Bruner, which frame 
all knowledge as socially constructed [4]. For these theorists and others, knowledge is 
constructed actively and socially among learners in an environment [4,14,42,58,76]. The design 
of contemporary museums in particular is especially indebted to Dewey, who championed the 
application of social constructivism to public education [32]. 

Viewed through the lens of social constructivism, learning is an active process of meaning-
making that involves connections to both social and personal identity. We define learning using 
social constructivism because of its impact on the design of museum and science centers—
especially on those that operate as free-choice learning environments, wherein learner agency is 
emphasized and exhibits facilitate embodied social interaction [22]. This stands in opposition to 
the “object-based epistemology” which guided museum design in the nineteenth century and 
which was focused on presenting objects/artifacts as knowledge, with little or no focus on the 
visitor and the prior knowledge/experiences that they brought to the museum [7,17]. 

2.2 CSCW and Museum Learning 

The social, cooperative nature of learning in museums combined with the growing importance 
of technology-driven interactives in museum spaces has led to an interest in museum exhibit 
design and methods for understanding visitor interaction in the CSCW community. Researchers 
in the CSCW community have investigated how to design collaborative museum exhibits (e.g. 
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[36,50,61,63]), develop design principles to better support group learning [24,74], better 
understand social behaviors at museum exhibits [40,50], and engage in co-designing exhibits 
with visitors [16,25,44]. Research related to studying social interaction with large public 
displays and art interactives (e.g.[8,10,13,49,57,79]) has also informed our work. In particular, 
the physical and social dimensions of APEX draw on research that explores  the different types 
of social roles that people take on and people’s negotiation of physical space surrounding public 
interactives.  

Other relevant research has investigated how to develop frameworks for evaluating 
collaborative usability in workspaces. For example, Pinelle and Gutwin present a technique for 
evaluating collaborative usability on tabletop workspace interfaces [59]. This framework shares 
some characteristics with APEX—such as the focus on identifying interactions spanning 
physical, social, and verbal modes of interaction. However, APEX differs from the framework 
presented by Pinelle and Gutwin in several significant ways: 1) APEX is designed for learning 
environments (not workspaces) and therefore focuses on representing visitors’ progression 
through different stages of interaction, rather than on identifying overall usability issues; 2) 
APEX can be used to explore different patterns of participant engagement in a non-prescriptive 
way and allows design teams to choose what dimensions of engagement to focus on and decide 
what an “ideal” interaction looks like; and 3) although we developed APEX through analysis of 
tabletop interfaces, we have tested it with other exhibits and it is intended to be more broadly 
useful for collaborative, embodied museum exhibits. 

Most relevant to the work in this paper are researchers in CSCW and closely related 
communities (e.g. CSCL, CHI) who have developed methods for better understanding visitor 
interaction and learning at collaborative, embodied museum exhibits. In particular, we discuss 
and draw on Roberts and Lyons’ framework for analyzing social learning talk at exhibits [61] 
and Hornecker and Ciolfi’s extensive research and experience on designing and evaluating 
collaborative, embodied, technology-centered museum exhibits [38]. 

2.3 Evaluation in Museums  

There is still some ambiguity regarding how to best evaluate free-choice learning experiences. It 
is clear that the goals of museums extend beyond encouraging content-knowledge gain—in the 
spirit of constructivism, they also aim to provide experiences that promote social interaction 
and identity construction [21,34,65] and emotional connections with the learning material [26]. 
Researchers in visitor studies have developed a variety of approaches to address the issue of 
assessing learning in informal spaces, and several sources provide a detailed overview of 
evaluation methods used in museums (c.f. [3,38]). We summarize this work here, and organize 
this section using the framework outlined in a 2008 NSF report in which prominent researchers 
in visitor studies identified five key areas to focus on when evaluating exhibits: knowledge, 
engagement, attitude, behavior, and skills [3].  

Knowledge deals with visitors’ understanding of content knowledge [3]. Pre/post-tests can 
serve as effective tools for assessing knowledge, but they are often too lengthy for practical 
deployment in a museum setting where visitors have limited time. Testing participants’ ability 
to articulate the key idea of an exhibit can serve as a speedier, more informal “post-test” [22]. 
Others have asked visitors to draw concept maps before and after engaging in an activity as a 
more open-ended method of assessing knowledge, allowing for a variety of learning outcomes 
depending on the visitor group and their motivations [23]. Observational methods such as 
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listening for visitor discussion of relevant content [1,61] are also used as knowledge 
assessments.  

Engagement is defined as visitors’ “excitement and involvement” with the exhibit and 
associated content knowledge [3]. Engagement is often measured using hold time (i.e. the 
amount of time participants spend at an exhibit). Conversational indicators such as curiosity-
related language [60] can help researchers to understand how visitors engaged with an exhibit. 
Asking participants why they left or disengaged with an exhibit can also provide insight into 
barriers to engagement [9]. For technology-based installations, interaction logs that track what 
content visitors interact with and for how long can provide an easily scalable metric of 
engagement with content knowledge [38,41]. Some have studied engagement with multiple 
exhibits by tracking visitors’ movements throughout the museum [43,69]. 

Attitude overlaps somewhat with engagement, but additionally deals with longer-term 
perceptions of the exhibit and its associated subject matter [3]. Positive attitudes towards a 
subject can play an important role in interest development [33]. Participants can be asked to 
self-report their attitude in a post-interaction survey [3], and observable markers such as 
emotional reactions [72] can also be used as indicators of potential attitudinal change. 

Behavior describes how museum exhibits influence visitors’ lives after they leave the 
museum. Longitudinal studies of visitors’ experiences before, during, and after their museum 
visits can provide a detailed picture of the effects informal learning has on behavior (e.g. [19]). 
However, longitudinal studies can be infeasible in many cases. As a result, many museum 
researchers ask visitors to self-report their intent-to-persist in the subject matter as they are 
leaving the museum or via a survey/interview shortly after the visit as a way of assessing 
behavior [3]. 

Finally, skills deals with “the procedural aspects of knowing” [3]. Conversational analysis can 
be used to illuminate when participants are developing inquiry skills and engaging in “learning-
talk” [1,61]. Physical skill development is also important, but there is an identified need for 
additional work on evaluating physical skills [2]. Some researchers have used tools like 
Goodwin’s Embodied Participation Framework to analyze embodied interaction and 
communication at exhibits at a micro-level, looking at factors such as posture, body alignment, 
head movement, gesture, gaze, and spoken language [31,68]. Researchers interested in 
understanding tangible interaction have also used techniques such as interaction logging and 
unobtrusive observation to understand physical interactions [35,38].  

These five areas of evaluation (knowledge, engagement, attitude, behavior, skills) make it clear 
that a mixed-methods approach is necessary in order to fully understand informal learning 
experiences. Some of the methods used to measure each area (e.g. longitudinal studies, post-
tests) provide rich and valuable data but cannot feasibly be conducted with large numbers of 
participants. The methodologies that are most useful in practice often rely instead on 
unobtrusive observation techniques. Our work explores how to develop a framework for 
unobtrusive observation and video analysis that can provide an integrative view of visitors’ 
physical, social, emotional, and intellectual engagement with an exhibit over time. Our 
framework is intended to contribute to the ecosystem of existing evaluation methods, and can 
be used in concert with other techniques depending on researchers’ interests/needs. 
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3 THE EXHIBITS 

We originally developed the APEX framework through our work on TuneTable, a project in 
which we aimed to design a tangible tabletop museum exhibit for co-creative music 
programming. Co-creative computing activities have previously been shown to foster interest 
development and self-efficacy in computing, particularly for historically marginalized groups 
[15,27,52,77]. TuneTable aimed to leverage these findings to develop a museum exhibit that 
facilitated an engaging, co-creative interaction with computing in order to foster interest 
development. 

The APEX framework initially emerged from a deductive thematic analysis of participant 
interactions with an early iteration of TuneTable called Blockhead, guided by two existing 
frameworks [6,39]. We later adapted and applied the framework to a second, very different 
iteration called GrooveMachine. This section describes the two exhibit iterations and the setups 
for our studies of both exhibits. Both iterations are designed to encourage collaboration and are 
targeted at family groups with middle school age children. TuneTable is in conversation with a 
variety of prior work that has explored how to design tangible interactives to foster 
collaborative learning (e.g. [35,37,54,66]—we do not review this work in detail here as the 
primary contribution of this paper is the APEX framework, not the exhibit designs, which have 
been described in previous publications [11,46,47]). The two different design directions 
represented by Blockhead and GrooveMachine were an effort on the part of the design team to 
explore a variety of approaches to embodied computing education experiences in a museum.  
 

 

Figure 1. Blockhead iteration of the TuneTable project. In this image, several sound samples are chained 
together to make a tune. A loop function block is attached to one row of sound samples and causes them 

to repeat. 

3.1 Blockhead  

3.1.1 Description. Blockhead (Figure 1) is an interactive tabletop museum exhibit in which 
participants can co-create music using computing concepts. Visitors interact with Blockhead 
using a bespoke programming language in which puzzle-piece shaped tangible blocks are placed 
on the table. When a sample block is placed on the table, a ‘play head’ is spawned. Visitors can 
tap the play head with their finger to play the sound sample that the block is associated with. 
Sample blocks can be connected together to create a tune (i.e. a chain of consecutively played 
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music samples). Function blocks can also be added to chains to create a subroutine. Function 
blocks reflect common computing concepts such as loops, conditionals, and “go-to” statements. 
For example, a loop function block connected to a sample block would make the sound sample 
repeat. More detail on the functionality of the Blockhead programming language can be found in 
[47]. 
 
3.1.2 Study Setup. We observed participant interactions with Blockhead at the Museum of 
Science and Industry Chicago during two different data collection sessions in 2017. Members of 
our research team recruited a total of 31 groups of middle-school (i.e. 10-14 year old) children 
and their parents (112 participants in total) to interact with Blockhead by approaching family 
groups with children who appeared to be in the target age range as they entered the museum. 
Visitors were asked to interact with Blockhead, which was installed in a classroom workspace in 
the museum, and complete a short interview and survey after their interaction. Participant 
interactions with the exhibit were video recorded from a top and a side view. The study setup 
and participant demographics are discussed in more detail in [47]. 

3.2 GrooveMachine 

 

Figure 2. GrooveMachine iteration of TuneTable project. Left image is a close-up of the blocks on the 
tabletop. Right image is a mock-up of what the table structure looks like, with arcade buttons on each 

corner. 

3.2.1 Description. GrooveMachine (Figure 2) diverges from the block-based coding syntax used 
in Blockhead and many other introductory computing environments and instead uses embodied 
metaphors to communicate computing concepts through music making / play. Users learn about 
fundamental computing concepts like loops, parameters, variable scope, and objects by 
engaging in tangible interactions with the exhibit that produce musical changes. 
The table is divided into quadrants by its protruding corners (Figure 2). These four interaction 
stations were intended to provide individual workspaces for learners to enable them to work on 
their section of the group composition without being disrupted or interrupted by others. This 
was partially inspired by the Spinning Blackboards exhibit discussed in [39] and Hornecker et 
al.’s principle of multiple access points [37]. 

Visitors begin interacting with the table by adding sample blocks to a central hub (Figure 2). 
Blocks light up when they are connected to the hub. The system scans the hub in a continuous 
loop, playing either the sound associated with the sample block or a silent “rest” at each of the 
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eight “steps” around the hub. Lights in the central hub indicate where the step counter is at a 
given moment. This process is an embodied metaphor for a computational loop and the process 
of placing data in a loop. The blocks are also a metaphor for object oriented programming, as 
each sample piece is physically identical but contains different audio data.  

Visitors can add up to four modifier blocks (Figure 2) to each sample block. Modifiers act like 
parameters, as they change the way data is processed without changing the data itself. Each 
modifier block has a different effect on the sound sample it is attached to—high orchestration, 
low orchestration, repetition or reversal.  

Finally, each corner of the table has a set of arcade controls on it (Figure 2). The arcade 
controls affect the music on the table at a global scope, affecting factors such as volume, tempo, 
or sound distortion. These controls, combined with the modifiers, are an embodied metaphor for 
variable scope. The arcade controls are intended also as an entry point of engagement for 
younger kids. The design of GrooveMachine is described in more detail in [11]. 
3.2.2 Study Setup. We installed GrooveMachine “in-the-wild” on the museum floor for two days 
at the Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago during the summer of 2019. We used an 
implied consent procedure, placing several large signs surrounding the exhibit informing 
participants that they would be video recorded if they entered the space. Interacting with the 
exhibit constituted consent to the video recording. Video was recorded from both a top and a 
side view. After groups were finished with their interaction, groups appearing to have children 
in the target age range (10-14) were taken aside and asked for verbal consent to complete child 
interviews and parent surveys. We analyzed video data of 35 total visitor groups.  

4 FOUNDATIONAL EVALUATION FRAMEWORKS 

The research agenda from which this work emerged was not initially focused on developing 
new methods for evaluating museum exhibits. We were instead focused on designing a tangible 
tabletop exhibit for co-creative music programming. However, we quickly realized the need for 
a robust, empirically rigorous tool for assessing factors such as participant engagement, 
learning, and socio-emotional factors in order to inform our design process. We wanted to use a 
framework that allowed us to gain a holistic picture of participant engagement (i.e. socio-
emotional factors in addition to content knowledge), could be reliably and consistently applied 
across multiple visitor groups and design iterations, and could be operationalized within a 
relatively short time frame (i.e. not a longitudinal study). 

Conversational analysis frameworks such as Roberts and Lyons’ learning talk framework 
[61] provided insight into visitors’ content-related dialogue and group management dialogue at 
an embodied exhibit, but we were also interested in additional factors such as participants’ 
physical interactions with the exhibit and indicators of emotional engagement. Interaction 
logging [38,41] is another technique we have used for evaluating participant engagement in our 
work, but as Hornecker points out, log files “cannot provide the reasons why visitors behaved 
the way they did, nor rich data documenting their reactions and thoughts” [38]. 

Our museum partner (the Museum of Science and Industry Chicago) suggested we look at 
two frameworks for unobtrusive observation that are commonly used to provide a holistic 
understanding of participant engagement in museum spaces: 1) Barriault and Pearson’s Visitor 
Engagement Framework (VEF) [6] and 2) Humphrey et al.’s Active Prolonged Engagement 
(APE) framework [39]. Both APE and VEF focus on understanding learning and engagement at 
the group level, since museum exhibits are typically frequented by family or school groups. In 
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this section, we discuss each of the frameworks and some of the challenges we ran into when 
applying them to our analysis. We then discuss how these efforts informed the APEX 
framework we developed. 

4.1  The Visitor Engagement Framework (VEF) 

Barriault and Pearson’s Visitor Engagement Framework (VEF) groups observable learning-
related behaviors (e.g. explaining an exhibit to a friend, reading signage) into three stages—
initiation, transition, and breakthrough behaviors [6]. Initiation includes behaviors such as doing 
the activity once or incompletely, or watching the activity; transition includes behaviors such as 
repeating the activity or expressing a positive emotional response; breakthrough includes 
behaviors such as referencing prior experiences, seeking and sharing information, or 
demonstrating inquiry behavior via experimentation [6]. Barriault and Pearson claim that the 
more visitors that reach the transition and breakthrough stages, the more the exhibit facilitates 
learning. 

VEF has many strengths as a framework. It correlates observable behaviors with stages of 
progress in the learning process, making it a useful tool for assessing to what degree an exhibit 
facilitates learning. In addition, VEF can be used as a tool for quickly evaluating new exhibits or 
comparing existing exhibits with each other. 

However, VEF is less useful for more in-depth understanding of embodied co-creative 
experiences in a research context. VEF only provides an understanding of how many 
participants reach a certain stage of engagement. This leaves out when, in what order, and how 
participants reach certain stages of engagement. An analysis conducted using VEF does not 
provide insight into how participants navigate varying stages of engagement over time, or what 
types of behaviors precede transitions between stages of engagement. A VEF analysis also does 
not illuminate the relationship between different types of engagement (e.g. social vs. physical). 

4.2  Active Prolonged Engagement (APE) 

VEF was designed to be a quick and easy way to assess learning at museum exhibits during live 
observation sessions. In contrast, Humphrey et al. and the Exploratorium’s Active Prolonged 
Engagement (APE) [39] framework was designed to provide museum researchers with more 
detailed information that could feed back into the exhibit design process.  

Many exhibits at the Exploratorium were originally developed as planned discovery (PD) 
exhibits, in which visitors were presented with a key content-knowledge related question that 
was answered via a short interactive experience. Exhibit designers at the Exploratorium later 
developed an interest in designing and studying “APE exhibits,” where (A)ctive  means that 
interaction with the exhibit was led by visitors; (P)rolonged means that visitors spent more time 
at these exhibits (relative to other exhibits—Humphrey et al. found that visitors tended to 
engage with APE exhibits three times as long as they did with PD exhibits [39]); and (E)ngaged 
means that visitors built on previous actions as they interacted with the installation [39]. APE 
exhibits were targeted less on specific content-knowledge gain than PD exhibits, and were 
instead more focused on fostering visitors’ curiosity, imagination, and meaningful interactions 
[39]. The APE framework consists of descriptions of behavioral markers of four different types 
of engagement—intellectual, social, physical, and emotional. 

One of the strengths of APE is that it emphasizes the roles that different components of 
engagement play in the learning process. For example, emotional engagement may not reflect 
content-knowledge understanding as reliably as intellectual engagement, but it does play an 
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important role in interest development. However, engagement is evaluated for the exhibit as a 
whole (e.g. “Most visitors engaged in meaningful intellectual engagement with this exhibit”), 
and this high-level view omits details about what behaviors lead to learning or how different 
types of engagement relate to each other during the course of the interaction.  

APE’s focus on visitor curiosity, imagination, and meaningful interactions was a great fit for 
our project, which was primarily geared towards fostering creativity and interest development 
in relation to computing. However, the process of adapting the APE framework to a new 
installation was not straightforward. We found that the APE codes as-written were too 
subjective to apply consistently to our analysis (e.g. “Level 3: basic meaningful engagement. 
Level 3 is what we look at and say to ourselves ‘They’ve got it. This is acceptable. It is adequate” 
[20]). Examples given in the APE codebook were very exhibit-specific [20]. Transferring the 
codes to our exhibit was complicated by the fact that the APE coding schemes do not adhere 
strictly to observable actions and instead stray into coding elements that cannot be observed. 
For example, the Exploratorium’s coding scheme for an exhibit titled Spinning Patterns uses 
“intentionality” as one of its codes for intellectual engagement [20], but we have found in 
practice that participants rarely express their intent clearly and often analysts are forced to 
guess whether or not a participant had a specific intent when executing an action. 

5 ACTIVE PROLONGED ENGAGEMENT EXPANDED (APEX) 

Our experience applying VEF and APE to understanding our exhibits revealed strengths of the 
frameworks, but also highlighted some areas in which they were lacking for our purposes. The 
remainder of this paper describes how we developed APEX (Active Prolonged Engagement 
eXpanded), a framework that builds on the strengths of VEF and APE, but addresses some of 
their shortcomings. APEX is a more readily transferable, concrete coding scheme that can 
provide insight into visitor interactions and stages of engagement at both a micro (moment-by-
moment within an individual group) and macro (across multiple groups) level. The APEX 
coding scheme we developed as well as the video coding procedure are described in detail in 
this section. 

5.1  What types of exhibits/visitors is APEX intended for? 

We contend that the APEX framework can be useful for understanding visitor interactions with 
collaborative, embodied museum exhibits intended to foster active prolonged engagement. This 
means visitors should be interacting with the exhibits together as a group using a tangible or 
full-body interface, engaging with them over a (relatively) long period of time, and that visitor 
experiences can be shaped by their motivations and interests, meaning that outcomes often look 
different from group to group. APEX is not as well suited for understanding participant 
interactions with planned discovery exhibits or exhibits that involve primarily individual 
interaction, do not engage visitors in an embodied way, and/or are not intended to foster group 
dialogue. 

Humphrey et al. apply their APE analysis to studying family and friend groups instead of 
individuals and school groups [39]. They choose not to focus on school groups because the 
interactions may be driven by teacher assignments. In addition, visitor studies research shows 
that people visit museums in family and friend groups and often learn as a unit [30]. We 
similarly focus on analysis of families at the group level, though APEX could be used to 
understand more open-ended school group interactions as well. 
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5.2  Methodology: Developing the Framework 

After our attempts to apply existing coding schemes (APE, VEF) to our video analysis were 
unsuccessful, we took a different approach and began a deductive thematic analysis [12] of the 
Blockhead video data—that is, we iteratively developed codes and themes guided by APE and 
VEF. More specifically, our deductive analysis was shaped by the four high-level types of 
engagement identified by Humphrey et al. (social, physical, intellectual, emotional) as well as the 
notion of relating observable behaviors to stages of engagement (initiation, transition, 
breakthrough), as was done in VEF. Some of the more salient codes in the APE and VEF 
codebooks also factored into our deductive analysis. Nowell et al. provide a multi-step approach 
for conducting and reporting on thematic analysis, which we use to structure this section and 
guide our description of our thematic analysis [56]. 

5.2.1 Familiarizing Ourselves with the Data. We gained initial familiarity with the data by 
conducting participant studies and watching through videos as we attempted to apply APE and 
the VEF to Blockhead. Part of familiarizing ourselves with the data involved determining a unit 
of analysis. We used a one-zero sampling approach [71] to code the video data. Using this 
approach, interactions are broken down into time segments (in our case, we divided each video 
recording into ten second segments) and each code is given a ‘1’ if it occurred during that time 
segment and a ‘0’ if it did not occur. One-zero sampling has been shown to be both a reliable 
and valid method of behavior observation, correlating significantly with measures of actual 
frequency and duration while avoiding the associated difficulties of defining behavior initiation 
and termination [71]. We used a similar approach for coding intellectual engagement (discussed 
further below), except we used lines of verbal utterances as our unit of analysis rather than a 
fixed ten second time interval in order to avoid splitting thoughts across segments. Transcripts 
and line-by-line breakdowns were made by one analyst and then verified by a second analyst. 
Any discrepancies were resolved prior to coding. For all categories of engagement, multiple 
codes can be applied to a single segment (e.g. two types of physical engagement might occur 
during the same segment). 

5.2.2 Generating Initial Codes. We began to code the videos for what we termed atomic actions 
within each one of the four APE categories of engagement—intellectual, social, physical, and 
emotional. We defined atomic actions as actions taken by a single person that could not be 
broken down into a series of sub-actions. Examples include moving a block, making an 
observation, or laughing. 

5.2.3 Searching for Themes. We sorted our list of atomic actions into composite actions (or 
themes) that described higher-level action sequences that involved multiple group members (e.g. 
teaching a family member, collaborating to compose a tune together). Finally, we synthesized 
composite actions into overarching themes that described engagement at the group level (since 
most exhibits are frequented by family or school groups learning together). 
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Table 1. Example of how we turned one of the original Blockhead codes (P_Isolated_Manipulation) into a 
code that could be transferred to a new exhibits, like GrooveMachine. 

Code: Isolated Manipulation; Category: Physical 
Original Blockhead Code Transferrable Code 
Participants are physically 
interacting with the 
exhibit, but only with 
isolated components. They 
are trying out components 
of the system and have not 
yet begun to execute 
sequences of related 
actions involving multiple 
exhibit components. This 
involves placing a new 
sound block on table, 
moving it around, and 
(possibly) pressing play to 
test this block. 

General: Participants are physically interacting with the exhibit, initially 
testing/touching/trying out components in isolation to determine how 
individual pieces work. 
Keywords: trying out individual components, potentially unsure, 
disconnected, haphazard, isolated 
Specifics (GrooveMachine): turning a block, randomly using the joysticks and 
buttons in the corners, struggling to connect a sample block, struggling to 
connect a modifier block, attempting to get connected blocks to light up 
Specifics (Blockhead): placing a new sound block on table, moving a sound 
block around, pressing play or pause to test or “audition”  a sound block. 
Specifics (Sound Happening): doing a single action as a way of initially 
testing the system (e.g. kicking a ball through the space or bouncing the ball 
once); playing with the balls in such a way that interactions are 
indistinguishable from just playing with balls without sound—it is not clear 
that the individual(s) are noticing the sound. 
Specifics (Dive Trainer):  sitting down in chair for first time, holding wheel, 
hitting buttons in a random or non-methodical way 

 
5.2.4 Reviewing Themes.  We utilized inter-rater reliability [28,55] as a tool for refining and 
reviewing our themes. The ability for multiple analysts to apply codes reliably was particularly 
important to us because we wanted to ensure that our themes were based on observable 
behaviors, thus rectifying one of the issues we identified with the original APE framework. In 
addition, we wanted to provide a transferable framework that could be used evaluate other co-
creative embodied installations in the future. This desire for future transferability increases the 
importance of developing themes that can be reliably coded for by multiple analysts. We began 
an iterative process of having multiple analysts code videos using the set of themes we had 
developed. At team meetings, we discussed a) whether we had achieved an acceptable level of 
inter-rater reliability; b) what discrepancies were inhibiting reliable coding; and c) whether the 
themes accurately represented the data and told a cohesive and informative story. 
5.2.5 Transferring Coding Scheme to New Exhibits. After we developed the coding scheme for 
Blockhead, we wanted to ensure that it could be transferred to other exhibits and was not just 
useful for our particular context. This was particularly important to us as the original APE 
coding scheme was not readily transferable to new exhibits. We transferred the coding scheme 
we developed for Blockhead to analyzing visitor interactions with GrooveMachine. Although 
GrooveMachine was developed with a focus on similar learning outcomes, its form and design 
rationale were significantly different from Blockhead and thus it constituted a distinct exhibit.  

We began the process of transferring the original APEX codes to GrooveMachine by breaking 
them down into three sections: general definition, specifics, and keywords. In the general 
definition, we provide a brief overarching description of the code that could be applied to any 
exhibit. The specifics section is customizable depending on the exhibit in question. We also 
include a set of keywords for each code as well as a set of notes and guiding questions (where 
relevant) to aid researchers in filling out examples specific to their exhibit for each code. We 
provide an example of how we broke down one of the codes in Table 1. 
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We recommend that researchers looking to adapt the coding scheme to their exhibit observe 
participants engaging with their exhibit after reviewing the coding scheme and use their 
observations to fill in the “specifics” section with examples. Specifics may need to be iteratively 
revised and added to during the early stages of observation. After defining the specifics of the 
coding scheme, two analysts should establish IRR before moving forward with the analysis, if 
establishing relability is a priority for the research team [5].  

In addition to transferring the codes to study visitor interactions with GrooveMachine, we 
have also modified the specifics section to create codes for two other exhibits—Sound Happening, 
an exhibit for playful music-making with colorful bouncy balls and Dive Trainer, an exhibit 
where learners can control an embodied simulation of a WWII U-Boat (see Table 1). These 
exhibits both differed significantly from the TuneTable iterations. Sound Happening is an exhibit 
that involves full body interaction in which users move colorful balls around an interaction 
space. Dive Trainer is a more constrained interaction in which individuals use a steering wheel 
and buttons to control a simulated U505 submarine. Only one user physically engages with the 
Dive Trainer interface at a time, but in practice it ends up being a collaborative exhibit because 
other group members observe and offer directions, feedback, and commentary.  

The APEX codes we developed for Sound Happening and Dive Trainer have been 
preliminarily applied in informal studies but have yet to be operationalized in a larger scale 
formal study. However, developing codes for these exhibits helped to establish the 
transferability of the APEX framework to other collaborative, embodied museum exhibits. In 
particular, developing codes for Sound Happening helped us to ensure the general definitions 
and keywords for each code were applicable to full-body embodied interfaces in addition to 
tangible tabletop interfaces like TuneTable. Adapting the coding scheme to Dive Trainer 
indicated that we had developed a framework that could be applied to collaborative, embodied 
interactions with exhibits with more constrained interactions. 

The full APEX coding scheme is described below, summarized in Table 2, and detailed in the 
codebook included in the supplemental materials. 

Table 2. Summary of APEX codes, broken down by the category of engagement - physical, social, 
intellectual, and emotional. 

Physical Social Intellectual Emotional 
P_Isolated_Manipulation 
P_Investigative_Manipulation 
P_Integrated_Manipulation 

S_Discord 
S_Harmony 
 
S_Independent 
S_Collaborative 
 
S_Active_Passive 
S_Equal_Partners 

I_Seeking_Knowledge 
I_Sharing_Knowledge 
I_Applying_Knowledge 

E_Positive_Emotion 
E_Neutral_Emotion 
E_Negative_Emotion 

 
5.2.6 Additional Resources.  In addition to the video coding scheme that we present below, we 
have released a variety of resources online and in the supplemental materials. This set of 
resources is intended to help other researchers apply APEX to novel exhibits. These resources 
include a detailed manual for applying the APEX coding scheme to a novel exhibit, guidance on 
how to record and process video data, templates and instructions on how to format data for 
analysis, and R code used to calculate inter-rater reliability, run the APEX analysis, and generate 
visualizations like those shown in section 6 Results. We also include some more recent 

https://apex.lmc.gatech.edu/
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expansions we have made to the APEX toolkit, including a form for unobtrusive in-situ 
observation and a worksheet for setting a priori design goals using APEX (discussed in more 
detail in 7 Expanding the Toolkit).  

5.3  Physical Engagement 

5.3.1 Overview.  We define physical engagement as the ways in which visitors interact with an 
exhibit by engaging in hands-on manipulation of the tangible or embodied aspects of the 
installation. This is a little narrower than the definition in the original APE codebook, which 
also includes factors like where the visitors are standing in relation to the exhibit [20]. The 
APEX framework could be expanded in the future to include this type of information, but for 
now we chose to focus on this narrower scope because 1) our data was not particularly 
illuminating in this respect, since visitors primarily stood in one place during their interactions 
and 2) we wanted the coding scheme to focus on visitors’ engagement with the learning goals of 
the exhibit, which are materialized in visitors’ direct interaction with the exhibit. We do not 
believe this hinders the transferability of the framework to other embodied exhibits, as the 
stages of physical engagement we describe below have been able to represent a wide range of 
interactions with full-body exhibits like Sound Happening (e.g. participants moving from kicking 
a ball to test out the exhibit to purposefully coordinating their movements in an effort to make 
different sounds). In addition, the flexibility in the “specifics” section of the coding scheme 
allows research teams to define what physical engagement with their particular exhibit looks 
like. However, we note that existing techniques for studying visitor position in museums could 
be used to supplement APEX data if the research team is specifically interested in tracking 
where visitors are located with respect to each other and the exhibit (e.g. [53,69]).  

Our final codebook consists of three categories that reflect stages of physical engagement–
isolated manipulation, investigative manipulation, and integrated manipulation. In the case of 
Blockhead and GrooveMachine, opportunities for participants to engage with a variety of 
computational concepts increase as participants move from isolated to investigative to integrated 
manipulation. This is echoed in VEF, where Barriault and Pearson characterize the physical 
aspect of progression from initiation → transition → breakthrough as doing the activity once → 
repeating the activity → engaging in concentrated experimentation and exploration [6]. We have 
written in more detail about the different physical engagement trajectories visitors may take 
while interacting with an exhibit in [47]. 
5.3.2 Coding Scheme. Isolated manipulation refers to moments when participants are physically 
interacting with the exhibit, initially testing/touching/trying out components in isolation to 
determine how individual pieces work. Keywords/phrases include: trying out individual 
components, potentially unsure, disconnected, haphazard, isolated. Some examples include placing 
a new sound block on the table (Blockhead) or randomly pressing arcade buttons 
(GrooveMachine). 

Investigative manipulation refers to moments when participants are beginning to explore 
how the exhibit works by testing out two or more components together, but are not yet fluidly 
integrating multiple components in a complex sequence of actions. Participants are 
investigating the relationship among multiple pieces. Keywords/phrases include: coordinating 
multiple elements, investigating relationships, testing. Examples include making connections 
between sound blocks (Blockhead) or connecting a modifier block methodically to a sample 
block or to another modifier block (GrooveMachine). 
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Integrated manipulation refers to moments when participants are fluidly integrating multiple 
components in a complex sequence of actions. Participants are no longer investigating/testing 
and are now engaging in goal-oriented connection of multiple exhibit components. 
Keywords/phrases include: executing complex actions, goal-oriented, fluid interaction, expressive, 
composing, confident, advanced components, integrating multiple components. Examples include 
adding a sound or function block to a sound + function chain on the table (Blockhead), or using 
the joystick/buttons methodically after or while making a composition (GrooveMachine). 

5.4  Intellectual Engagement 

5.4.1 Overview.  Humphrey et al.’s APE framework defines intellectual engagement as dealing 
with “the connections visitors make to existing knowledge during their interaction, the 
conceptual understandings [they gain], and the questions they have” [20]. APE codes for 
intellectual engagement were very exhibit specific. We use the same definition of intellectual 
engagement as the original APE framework, but break down intellectual engagement into three 
more general-purpose categories that were not in the original APE framework: seeking 
knowledge, sharing knowledge, and applying knowledge. Since APEX is a tool for in-situ 
observation and video analysis, this definition of intellectual engagement does not take into 
account visitors’ prior knowledge (unless the visitor references their prior knowledge during 
the interaction). Other tools like personal meaning maps [23] may be more well-suited for 
assessing visitors’ prior knowledge in museums. 

Several existing tools for conversation analysis have been used in prior work to assess 
aspects of intellectual engagement (e.g. [1,61]). Our approach focuses on using observable verbal 
indicators to identify intellectual stages of engagement, inspired by VEF. VEF groups all verbal 
intellectual engagement (seeking and sharing information as well as aspects of applying 
knowledge like relating the exhibit to a prior experience) into breakthrough, the highest level of 
engagement [6]. Since APEX is targeted at active prolonged engagement exhibits, we hope to 
see progression in visitors’ verbal intellectual engagement. To illuminate visitors’ progress, we 
take VEF’s description of intellectual engagement a step further and examine in a more fine-
grained way what is happening within the breakthrough stage of visitor engagement. We 
suggest that the progression from seeking to sharing to applying knowledge is indicative that the 
participant is engaging with the exhibit and embedded concepts on a more complex level.  
5.4.2 Coding Scheme. Seeking knowledge reflects moments when participants are seeking more 
knowledge about the experience. Seeking knowledge encompasses two types of behaviors:  

1. Asking Questions: This involves asking questions about how aspects of the exhibit work 
(to oneself or others) (e.g. “What does this do?”) and/or asking questions that promote 
curiosity or further engagement with the system. (e.g. “How do you think that 
works?”; “Do you want to try that?”) This does not include extra-diegetic information 
or questions. Analysts should focus more on the inquisitive intent, and less on the 
grammatical form (e.g. “I wonder what this does” is asking an implicit question, even 
though it is a statement).  

2. Confusion: This involves a visitor expressing confusion about an aspect of the system 
that violated their expectations (e.g.  “Hmm…?”; “What just happened?”). 

Keywords/phrases include seeking more knowledge; questions/confusion about how the exhibit 
works and about what one might learn from the exhibit. 

Sharing knowledge reflects moments when participants are sharing knowledge about the 
experience. Sharing knowledge encompasses two types of behavior: 
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1. Voicing Observations: This involves verbalizing what is happening in the exhibit 
(including reading signage or other information about the exhibit), or noticing that 
something is occurring (e.g. “It made a sound”; “This block has lines going this way and 
this one has lines going the other way”). This includes aesthetic observations (e.g. “This 
is cool”), but not aesthetic decisions (these fall under applying knowledge—e.g. “Use that 
block because that looks/sounds nice”). This does not include observations about 
unrelated things (e.g. “It’s getting late”) or observations about the state of other 
participants (e.g. “Oh you are just playing”). 

2. Explaining: This involves a visitor offering an explanation or hypothesis for how they 
think the system works, even if it is incorrect; explaining ‘why’ something is 
happening (e.g.  “It might be happening because...”; “It probably reads all of it when 
you hit play”). 

Keywords/phrases include voicing observations about the exhibit or what they are learning 
through the exhibit; explaining/hypothesizing about how the system works or about the 
underlying concepts.  

Applying knowledge describes moments when participants are applying their knowledge of 
the experience by planning or directing action. Applying knowledge encompasses a variety of 
behaviors, which are described below. 

1. Proposed Solutions: The participant verbally proposes a solution to a problem they are 
trying to solve. This follows a violation of the user’s expectations of how the system 
works (e.g. “What if we put this at the end?”; “Maybe we should move this”). 

2. Planning: The participant verbally proposes a goal or plan for the group. This should 
involve more than one step, be goal-driven, and move the group to a place where 
someone can conduct (e.g. “Let’s see what they sound like individually”; “Let’s add in a 
backbeat”). 

3. Conducting: The participant tells or suggests to another participant how to contribute 
to the composition; a command. This does not include proposing a goal for the group, 
but is rather a singular, action-driven process (e.g. “Play!”; “Move that there”) 

4. Aesthetic Decisions: The participant chooses to incorporate elements they like, 
discarding or removing elements of the activity they find displeasing (e.g. “Use that 
block because it sounds good”). This does not include aesthetic opinions that do not 
result in a decision (e.g. “That looks/sounds nice!”) 

5. Prior Knowledge: The participant explicitly, verbally relates the exhibit to other 
experiences in school, life, exhibits, etc. (e.g. “This reminds me of programming!”; “This 
sounds like the theme from Star Wars!”) 

Keywords/phrases include: Proposing a solution; making a plan for the group; telling another 
participant how to contribute; making choices based on aesthetics; applying prior knowledge. 

5.5  Social Engagement 

5.5.1 Overview.  Humphrey et al. define social engagement as having to do with “the many ways 
in which visitors influence each other's experiences at exhibits” [20]. VEF did not explicitly 
address social engagement [6]. The original APE framework created two five-point scales for 
coding for social engagement: independence vs. working collaboratively and harmony vs. conflict 
[20]. The original APE framework analyzes the group’s interaction as a whole (e.g. after the 
group interacted with the exhibit for several minutes), whereas APEX evaluates interaction for 
each 10 second interval. We found in practice that there was not a meaningful difference in a 10 
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second time interval between, for example, level 3 (“some conflict and some harmony”) and 
level 4 (“more harmony than conflict”). As a result, The APEX framework reduces the five-point 
scales for independence vs. collaboration and harmony vs. conflict into two-point binary scales 
that are more well-suited for short units of analysis.  
Our thematic analysis also revealed an additional perspective to consider when coding for social 
engagement. We added active/passive vs. equal partners to the framework based on our thematic 
analysis, which revealed a variety of teaching and leading/following social behaviors that were 
not captured by the APE framework’s existing two scales. Each of the three binary scales 
(independence vs. collaboration, harmony vs. conflict, active/passive vs. equal partners) is described 
in more detail below. Two of the scales, independence vs. collaboration and harmony vs. discord, 
may be viewed as dominant and nondominant pairs—that is, the nondominant code will only be 
applied in the absence of any indicators of the dominant code. Independence and harmony are 
nondominant; collaboration and discord are dominant. 
5.5.2 Coding Scheme. We define discord as a social conflict such as a disagreement, an 
interruption, or a disturbance to others’ play—a break in the harmony. Although it does not 
necessarily have to be associated with a negative emotional response, it should in some way 
disrupt the flow of the play experience. Keywords include: conflict, disruption, controversy. 
Some examples of discord include (c.f. [46] for more detail): 

• Conflicting Goals: group members hold differing creative goals and conflict arises from 
deciding how to proceed 

• Opposing Hypotheses: group members hold differing ideas of how the exhibit works and 
conflict arises from figuring out which one is correct 

• Taking Control: one or more group members attempt to take control of the actions 
happening on the table and/or take over the work of others 

• Limited Space/Materials: group members fight over scarce resources (such as tangibles or 
space at the exhibit) (e.g. “Hey that’s mine!”, fighting over a block) 

• Disruptive Distraction: discord unrelated to the exhibit; often small children drawing 
attention away from the play experience. 

We define harmony (the nondominant code) as working together in the absence of social 
conflict (not necessarily working together joyfully, per [20]). 

We say an interaction is collaborative if at least two members of the group are collaborating 
(i.e. actively working towards a constructive, shared goal). Collaboration can be physical (e.g. 
working together on the same task) or verbal (e.g. directing or planning together). Keywords 
include: working together, sharing space or tools, and shared planning. Examples include handing 
another group member a sample/modifier block (GrooveMachine) or giving instructions for the 
modification of a chain (Blockhead: “Try connecting it like this”). 

An interaction is independent (the nondominant code) if no one in the group is working 
collaboratively; no indicators of collaboration are present. Keywords include: working alone, 
parallel play, individual play. 

There is an active/passive relationship between the group members when some members in 
the group take on an active role, and some members in the group take on a passive role. We 
define active as teaching or directing/suggesting the action (e.g. explaining/narrating the 
experience, using facilitating language like “What do you think you should do?”; or using 
conducting language like “put that there”). We define passive as members that are 
listening/observing/doing what they are told, or simply failing to take part in an active role. 
Keywords include: leader and follower dynamic, members contributing unequally. Some examples 
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of active-passive group dynamics are listed below. We drew on existing research in the HCI 
community to define this list of social roles that people take on during co-creative interactions  
[45,48,57]. 

• Teacher-Apprentice: teacher is explaining exhibit, apprentice is listening and/or asking 
questions of teacher 

• Facilitator-Follower: facilitator is asking guiding questions, follower is looking for 
answers 

• Leader-Follower: leader is setting a course for the group, follower is doing what is 
suggested 

• Taskmaster-Worker: taskmaster is giving specific instructions, worker is carrying them 
out 

• Actor-Observer: actor is interacting with exhibit, observer is watching interaction or 
exhibit 

• Actor-Commentator: actor is interacting with exhibit, commentator is remarking on 
exhibit but not interacting 

An equal partners dynamic is any dynamic that is not active/passive. Either no one in the group 
has taken on an active role or everyone in the group has taken on an active role. This may 
involve turn-taking between all members within a segment. Keywords include equal 
contribution, no dominant member, all guiding action equally. Some examples of equal partners 
group dynamics include: 

• Actor-Actor: all group members are interacting with exhibit 
• Commentator-Commentator: all group members are remarking on exhibit but not 

interacting with it 
• Taskmaster-Taskmaster: all group members are giving specific instructions 
• Observer-Commentator: observer(s) is/are watching exhibit, commentator(s) is/are 

remarking on exhibit 
• Teacher-Facilitator: teacher(s) is/are explaining exhibit, facilitator(s) is/are asking guiding 

questions or suggesting a course of action 
• Leader-Taskmaster: leader(s) is/are setting a course for the group, taskmaster(s) is/are 

giving specific instructions 

5.6  Emotional Engagement 

5.6.1 Overview. The original APE framework defines emotional engagement as having to do with 
the “nature and intensity of the affect exhibited by visitors during the engagement and 
immediately after” [73]. The nature of the emotional engagement may be positive, negative, or 
neutral. We use the same three codes for emotional engagement as the original framework and 
supplement them with concrete examples of what these types of engagement look like in 
practice. We classify positive and negative emotion as dominant codes and neutral emotion as a 
nondominant code—i.e. it is only applied in the absence of any indicators of positive/negative 
emotion. Positive emotional expression is coded as a transition behavior in VEF [6].  
5.6.2 Coding Scheme. Positive emotional engagement is defined as a positive expression towards 
the experience. This includes positive reactions to the experience (e.g. “That’s cool”; “Wow!”; “I 
like that”), positive reactions to others, within the context of experience (e.g. “Great idea!”; 
“You’re so smart!”), positive body language/noises (e.g. dancing, clapping, high fives), and 
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positive laughing (e.g. amused laughter or laughter indicating enjoyment/joy). Keywords 
include happy, joyful, supportive, and positive. 

Negative emotional engagement is defined as negative expression towards the experience. 
This includes negative reactions to the experience (e.g. Wow that’s lame.”; “That sounds bad”), 
negative reactions to others, within the context of the experience (e.g. yelling something; “Yours 
is weird”; “She broke it!”), and negative body language/noises (e.g. stomping; hand swatting; 
crying; wailing). This does not include conducting action (i.e. telling others what to do—e.g. 
“Stop that”), as conducting is more directional than emotional. Keywords include: negative, 
unhappy, sad, angry, disappointed, disgruntled, and mean.  

Neutral emotional engagement is the nondominant code and is defined as the absence of a 
positive/negative emotional response. In practice, we found that the neutrality of certain 
vocalizations was a bit ambiguous, so we provide some clarifying points in the following 
paragraph. Keywords/phrases include: neutral, not positive or negative. 

There may be energy in a neutral statement even if there is not emotion (e.g. “Look at that!” 
said with energy is not necessarily positive or negative). We also classify the following 
expressions as neutral: emotional responses that do not relate to the exhibit, interjectional 
“ums” and “ahs,” conducting or telling others what to do, expressing curiosity, making 
observations, apologizing, and laughter that is not clearly expressing a positive emotion. 

6 RESULTS 

We applied this coding scheme to studying participant interactions with both Blockhead and 
GrooveMachine. For each exhibit, we present a case study of how we used APEX to conduct 1) a 
macro-level analysis of findings/insights about the exhibit and 2) a micro-level analysis of the 
learning trajectory of a single interaction group.2 This is intended to demonstrate 1) how to 
operationalize APEX in practice and 2) the types of insights that the APEX coding scheme can 
provide to researchers and designers.  

The case studies of Blockhead and GrooveMachine that we present here are not intended to be 
directly compared with one another. We did not conduct user studies with controlled variables 
and the study setups for the two exhibits differed significantly (see 3 The Exhibits for details—
most notably, Blockhead was installed in a museum classroom environment while 
GrooveMachine was installed on the museum floor). Rather, these two case studies are intended 
to demonstrate the types of insights that APEX can provide about individual exhibits. We 
discuss how APEX might be used in the future to more directly compare exhibit iterations in 7 
Expanding the Toolkit. 

6.1  Inter-Rater Reliability 

We calculated an inter-rater reliability (IRR) score for each type of engagement using a subset of 
the video data after iteratively refining our themes using reliability as a tool. Two coders were 
used to establish IRR for each category, although coder pairs differed from category to category. 

 
2 We additionally refer the interested reader to two papers we have previously published that present detailed analyses 
of specific sub-components of the APEX framework (e.g. focusing specifically on physical engagement or 
discord/harmony) [46,47]. These papers illustrate the depth of insights that APEX can provide, depending on the 
questions the research team is interested in. 
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Coder pairs analyzed a subset of the video data for each exhibit in order to establish IRR. The 
rest of the video data was coded by a single analyst. 

We use Gwet’s AC1 [29] statistic to calculate IRR scores, due to a recognized issue with 
Cohen’s Kappa when it is calculated for data in which certain events (e.g. discord, positive and 
negative emotion) are rare [75]. The AC1 statistic is an alternative to Cohen’s Kappa that 
corrects for this issue while still accounting for chance agreement [29]. IRR scores for each of 
the categories of engagement are reported in Table 3. All scores are classified as either 
substantial agreement (.61 to .80) or almost perfect agreement (.81 to 1.00) according to [78]. 

Table 3. Inter-rater reliability Gwet AC1 scores for all coding categories for both exhibits (social codes are 
broken down by sub-category) 

Code Category Gwet’s AC1 - Blockhead Gwet’s AC1 - GrooveMachine 
Intellectual .69 .71 

Social   
    Active-Passive/Equal Partners .65 .83 
    Discord/Harmony .93 .99 
    Independent/Collaborative .81 .79 
Physical .92 .82 
Emotional .85 .95 

6.2  Blockhead 

6.2.1 Macro-Level Analysis. In the macro-level analysis, we look at the time spent by visitors in 
each category of engagement across all 31 participant groups (Figure 3). This is similar to the 
type of analysis that the VEF and APE support, but goes a step further by looking not just at 
whether or not participants engaged with the exhibit in a certain way, but also how much time 
they engaged in that way for. This high-level view has the advantage of revealing common 
patterns across multiple groups of visitors. We see that visitors engaged in integrated physical 
engagement with Blockhead for 71% of the time. This indicates that most participant groups 
advanced to using both sound and function blocks and were able to fluidly use the blocks to 
create compositions. A further analysis reveals that on average, groups took about 2 minutes to 
reach a period of sustained (i.e. one or more minutes) of integrated manipulation. The boxplots 
in Figure 3 show that there was some variation amongst participant groups as to the amount of 
time they spent in each stage of physical engagement, but that no group spent more than 45% of 
the time in isolated engagement (the “lowest” stage).  

Intellectual engagement was more evenly split across engagement categories. Visitors 
engaged in sharing knowledge 55% of the time, seeking knowledge 42% and applying 
knowledge 43%. This finding, combined with visualizations of individual group interactions like 
the one shown in Figure 4, suggests that rather than progressing directly from seeking to 
sharing to applying knowledge, visitors fluidly shifted between the three types of intellectual 
engagement throughout their interaction. The box-plot visualization (Figure 3) shows that there 
was also wide variation amongst visitor groups in terms of how much time they spent in each 
stage of intellectual engagement.  

The social engagement analysis reveals that participant groups engaging with Blockhead 
spent most of their time in an active/passive dynamic. This contrasted with our original 
expectations, since we had designed the exhibit to foster an environment in which visitors were 
co-creating as equals. However, the active/passive dynamics usually emerged as parents 
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prompted their kids to interact or asked them guiding questions, or as one member of the group 
took charge and directed others’ movements (this sort of parental guidance/scaffolding is 
common in museums [70]). This is not necessarily detrimental to learning; Vygotsky’s theory of 
the zone of proximal development argues that a social learning partner like a teacher, parent, or 
more advanced peer can help to push an individual to learn more than they would on their own 
[76]. 

 

Figure 3. Box plots depicting percentage of time participants spent in each APEX engagement category for 
Blockhead. 

We also found that visitor interactions were harmonious for the vast majority of the time. 
Only 9% of interactions had moments of discord. Although moments of discord are rare, they 
can be significant. Moments of discord can indicate setbacks that the group faces and overcomes 
and can highlight moments when participants are engaged in a “flow” state and do not wish to 
be interrupted [46].  

We also found that participants were engaged in collaborative group interactions the 
majority of the time. This is a positive outcome for this particular exhibit as we had sought to 
promote group collaboration in the design of Blockhead. Individual work still occurred but was 
less frequent.  

Finally, the analysis shows that instances of emotion were rare, but that positive emotional 
reactions were more frequent than negative emotional reactions. This is also a positive outcome, 
as positive expressions of emotion can indicate that a visitor group is comfortable interacting 
with an exhibit and motivated/eager to continue engaging [6]. 
6.2.2 Micro-Level Analysis. We take a closer look here at one particular participant group that 
interacted with Blockhead as a case study to aid in understanding the types of insights that 
analysis using the APEX framework can provide at a micro-level. This particular group was 
composed of three participants—a mother and her son and daughter. Their interaction with the 
table lasted a little less than ten minutes. The visualization in Figure 4 depicts the different 
codes that participants exhibited during each ten second segment of the interaction. Since 
multiple intellectual and physical codes could be applied to each time segment, those are shaded 
according to the highest level of engagement that was occurring at that time. 
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Participants displayed neutral affect for the majority of the time (60%). There were 22 spikes 
of positive affect (indicated by the green triangles in Figure 4). Participants expressed positive 
emotion in a variety of ways, including dancing, lots of laughter (especially when they 
accidentally created an infinite loop), and getting excited about discovering what blocks did. 
The existence of 22 positive reactions during the course of an approximately ten minute 
interaction indicates the potential of the exhibit to improve participants’ impressions of 
computing. 

 

Figure 4. Visualization of the APEX codes applied to each 10 second segment of a single group’s 
interaction with Blockhead, revealing the physical, social, emotional, and intellectual interaction trajectory 

for the group. 

Social interaction was mostly harmonious (85%) with eight occurrences of discord. Most 
instances of discord were caused by limited space/materials (e.g. girl stealing some blocks from 
her brother) or conflicting goals (e.g. daughter trying to remove a loop block, but the mom says 
she wants her to leave it to see what it does). The group spent the majority of the interaction 
time (84%) in active/passive mode, with the mother taking the lead in the interaction by 
instructing her kids and guiding their compositions. The group also worked collaboratively for 
the majority of the interaction time (84%).  

The group appeared to quickly grasp the interaction and begin to engage in fluid 
exploration/composition. The participant group starts their interaction by connecting multiple 
sample blocks after a brief introduction from a facilitator. As soon as the group figures out what 
a function block is, they quickly ramp up to building a pretty complex composition comprised 
of many sample and function blocks. The group remains in this stage of integrated manipulation 
for 85% of the interaction. The group fluidly moves between different types of intellectual 
engagement, alternating pretty evenly between seeking (29%) sharing (39%) and applying (39%) 
knowledge throughout the interaction.  
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6.3  GrooveMachine 

6.3.1 Macro-Level Analysis. The macro-level analysis for GrooveMachine (Figure 5) reveals 
different patterns of engagement than what we saw in Blockhead. The participants did not 
engage in a lot of intellectual engagement overall (9% seeking, 9% sharing, and 9% applying). 
The box plots (Figure 5) indicate that there were not vast differences in these numbers across 
participant groups, although some groups engaged in sharing knowledge for a slightly larger 
portion of the interaction. The APEX framework exclusively focuses on observable, social 
behaviors and does not capture instances of more silent, introspective learning. Therefore, this 
finding does not necessarily mean that visitors did not find the exhibit engaging or that they did 
not learn from it. It does however indicate that the exhibit did not foster a lot of group 
dialogue/visible “learning talk.” Learners also did not observably progress from seeking to 
sharing to applying knowledge. 

The physical engagement analysis indicates that participants were physically engaging with 
the exhibit for the vast majority of the interaction time. Interaction hold times were also quite 
long (5:34min), indicating the exhibit was engaging. However, participants primarily engaged in 
isolated manipulation (90% of the time).  The box plots (Figure 5) indicate that this was fairly 
consistent across visitor groups.  

Although more visitors engaged in an active/passive social dynamic with GrooveMachine, the 
box plots (Figure 5) indicate that social dynamics varied quite a bit between participant groups 
and many engaged as equal partners for a significant portion of the interaction time. This may 
be a strong point of the exhibit. GrooveMachine was designed with four different interaction 
stations, which was intended to allow learners to have individual ownership over their section 
of the table even while contributing to a group composition. This finding indicates that the 
designated table sections might have fostered an “equal partners” engagement dynamic, 
allowing multiple people to work on the table simultaneously without one person explicitly 
taking charge. This might allow for more people to actively co-construct knowledge 
simultaneously, rather than one person constructing knowledge and others following along or 
participating peripherally.  

Visitors were engaged in harmonious interaction nearly the entire time, with very few 
instances of discord. This could also be a result of the individual working space—visitors may 
not have had territorial conflicts because they had plenty of space in which to work separately.  

This exhibit fostered more independent work (59%) than collaborative. Although the design 
team wanted to create a space for individual composition, the primary objective of the exhibit 
was to foster a co-creative experience, so the dominance of individual work is not ideal. This 
may be related to participants working alone within their own sectors of the table rather than 
all working together on the same composition. This could also explain why visitors were not 
engaging in very much collaborative dialogue, since they were playing individually. Future 
design iterations might explore how to achieve a better balance between individual composition 
and group collaboration/dialogue. 

Finally, instances of emotional reaction were rare, with just a few instances of positive 
emotional reaction and very few instances of a negative reaction. The low amount of expressed 
emotion could be related to the lack of group dialogue, since APEX is focused on clearly 
observable markers of emotion that are often shared more when in social dialogue with others.  
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Figure 5. Box plots depicting percentage of time participants spent in each APEX engagement category for 
GrooveMachine. 

6.3.2 Micro-Level Analysis. The group we describe here as a case study for GrooveMachine 
consisted of four total participants—a mother, father, and two daughters (one very young and 
one older). This interaction lasted about 7 and a half minutes. The mother and two daughters 
were most active in this timeframe and the father interacted for the first 2 minutes then became 
an inactive participant (i.e. watching but not commenting or interacting).  

Within this group, the participants displayed neutral affect for the majority of the time (90%) 
and positive affect for 10% of the time. An example of a positive effect was when the mother 
expressed how she “likes the violin sounds” to her eldest daughter. Overall there were only 4 
spikes of positive affect over the 7.5 minute long interaction and they happened after the first 
few minutes of interaction which may indicate progression in the group’s engagement and 
motivation [6].  

The group spent most of their time in harmonious interactions (97%) with just two instances 
of discord due to conflicts over control of the table between the mom and eldest daughter. 
Throughout the interaction, the mom was in control of the group as they worked in 
active/passive mode for 60% of the time. The group was collaborative for 67% of the time, and 
the visualization in Figure 6 suggests that most of the collaborative time was also active/passive. 
This group worked mostly collaboratively at the beginning of the interaction to figure out how 
things worked as a group and then there were some instances of independent work in which 
members discovered something on their own and brought it back to the group as a whole. This 
kind of interaction points to a fluid transition between individual exploration and social 
learning. 

The group largely remained in isolated manipulation during the first 5 minutes of their 
interaction. Towards the last few minutes of engagement, the participants began to explore the 
connected sound samples by creating compositions of the blocks to make sounds that they 
enjoyed. For example, the mother expressed how she liked the violin sound so they worked to 
incorporate that into the composition. Although this group spent a lot of time in the isolated 
manipulation stage, their later advancement to investigative manipulation indicated that they 
were learning and developing an understanding of the exhibit and embedded concepts. 
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Lastly, out of the 7.5 minute interaction, the group spends 43% of the time sharing 
knowledge with each other. For example, the mom explained to her youngest daughter that the 
piece she was playing with “is an outside piece.” The group engaged in seeking knowledge 20% of 
the time and applying knowledge 17% of the time. The remaining time was coded no code, 
meaning the conversations did not fall under any of the three intellectual categories. This group 
spent the first half of the time seeking and sharing knowledge, and their first instance of 
applying knowledge occurred around the four minute mark. Here, the mother began applying 
information that she learned by actively pushing the blocks together. This shows that the group 
progressed from trying to understand how everything worked to then applying what they had 
learned.  

 

Figure 6. Visualization of the APEX codes applied to each 10 second segment of a single group’s 
interaction with GrooveMachine, revealing the physical, social, emotional, and intellectual interaction 

trajectory for the group. 

7 EXPANDING THE TOOLKIT 

We originally developed the APEX coding scheme as a framework to guide qualitative video 
analysis. We have recently expanded the APEX toolkit to include instruments for in-situ 
observation—for researchers and practitioners who would like to use APEX but do not have the 
time or resources to conduct a lengthy video analysis—and a worksheet for design teams to use 
to set a priori goals against which to evaluate their exhibits. This section describes these 
additional instruments in more detail.  
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7.1  Observation Form 

 

Figure 7. Snippet showing a portion of the physical APEX observation form. The full form (in physical and 
virtual formats) is attached in the supplemental documents. 

Qualitative video analysis is commonly used in the research community, but for museum 
practitioners or design teams looking to rapidly iterate, the process of collecting and coding 
video data can be too labor-intensive and time-consuming. For practitioners interested in 
understanding participant engagement who do not have the time or resources to devote to a 
fine-grained video analysis procedure, we provide forms for live, in-situ observation using the 
APEX framework. While the data collected with these forms does not provide the depth and 
detail of a full APEX analysis, they should give a high-level understanding of participants’ 
social, intellectual, physical, and emotional engagement with a much lighter time/resource 
commitment. Observations can also be used to provide more rapid/instantaneous data to 
supplement the lengthy video analysis process (e.g. to aid in rapid iteration without losing the 
detail of a full analysis). See Table 4 for a summary of time/resource requirements for the 
different components of the APEX toolkit. We have tested and refined the observation form in 
informal micro-studies with a variety of exhibits–including TuneTable, Sound Happening , and 
Dive Trainer (described in 5.2.5 Transferring Coding Scheme to New Exhibits). However, we have 
yet to use the form in a larger-scale formal study.  

We provide both a physical form and a virtual form in the supplemental materials (a snippet 
of the physical form is shown in Figure 7). The virtual form makes it easier to simultaneously 
observe multiple or overlapping groups, but using the physical form may be less obtrusive 
depending on the exhibit setup. Both forms are based on the APEX framework and ask 
questions about group composition, timestamps for visitors transitions between stages of 
engagement, and high-level observation of whether or not certain APEX codes occurred. 

7.2  Design Worksheet 

In our analysis of Blockhead and GrooveMachine, we use APEX as an exploratory tool to 
understand the myriad ways in which visitors engaged with and interpreted the exhibits. We 
did this in the spirit of facilitating multiple design interpretations [67] and free-choice learning 
[23], in which different visitor groups may have different learning outcomes or interpretations 
of the same exhibit. This is a perfectly valid way to use the instrument and can lead to emergent 
insights about participant engagement that researchers may not have anticipated.  
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Table 4. Summary of time/resource estimates for different components of the APEX toolkit. Different 
aspects of the toolkit can be used depending on the team’s needs/resources. 

 
Toolkit Component Resources Needed Time Estimate 

Video analysis 1-2 video cameras 
Tripod 
Overhead camera mount 
(specifics depend on space) 
Microphone(s) and mount(s) 
Consent sign 
At least 1 person to monitor 
video/exhibit 
At least 2 video analysts 
1 person to prepare data (e.g. 
stitch together video streams + 
audio) 
Video transcription service 

Depending on visitor density, 3 
hours to 2 days of video 
recording 
1 week for video preparation 
1-3 months for video analysis, 
depending on quantity of video 
and number of analysts 

Observation form (virtual) 1-2 computers  
1-2 observers 

Depending on visitor density, 3 
hours to 2 days of live 
observation 
~1 day for analysis 

Observation form (physical 1-2 observers 
1-2 stopwatches, clipboards, pens 
~100 printed copies of form 

Depending on visitor density, 3 
hours to 2 days of live 
observation 
~1 day for data entry 
~1 day for analysis 

Design worksheet Design team 
Printed copies of worksheet 
Pens 

30 min – 1 hour to fill out 
worksheet 

 
However, some designers/researchers may want to take a less open-ended approach and 

assess whether specific a priori design goals were met in order to determine the “success” of an 
exhibit or to directly compare exhibit iterations. We were not able to directly compare the 
Blockhead and GrooveMachine exhibit iterations both because of differing study setups, but 
perhaps more importantly because we were still developing APEX at the time and had not set 
clear a-priori design goals related to the APEX dimensions of engagement. For example, visitors 
at GrooveMachine engaged in less verbal intellectual dialogue than Blockhead. This seems 
initially like it would be an indicator that Blockhead did a better job of facilitating learning and 
engagement, but researchers have found that some exhibits that prompted more silent reflection 
could lead to significant learning gains and that more “talk” is not always better [2]. We could 
have more clearly compared the Blockhead and GrooveMachine iterations if we had a “gold 
standard” metric to guide the design and evaluation process (e.g. “we want learners to engage in 
social dialogue that advances from seeking information to integrating knowledge” or “verbal 
dialogue is unimportant to us as long as visitors are progressing in physical engagement with 
the exhibit”).  

We have developed a preliminary instrument for designers based on the APEX framework 
that can be used to set a priori design goals and to directly assess whether or not the exhibit met 
these design goals. The instrument is a simple worksheet that prompts designers to indicate 
how much time their “ideal” user group would spend exhibiting each type of engagement in the 
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APEX framework (see Figure 8 for a snippet and the supplemental materials for the full 
worksheet). Designers are also prompted to circle the three types of engagement that are of 
highest priority to their team. Design teams can then compare this completed form to the 
results from the final APEX evaluation of their exhibit (Figure 8) in order to evaluate their 
exhibit according to the team’s specific set of a priori goals. Free response questions on the 
worksheet prompt design teams to reflect on why their goals were or were not met. This will 
enable them to clearly assess whether their design goals were met in addition to highlighting 
surprising or unexpected results. This could potentially be useful for clearly communicating 
results with supervisors or funding agencies. We plan to use this tool in our future work when 
we are seeking to directly compare exhibit iterations or evaluate an exhibit against a “gold 
standard” benchmark. We also plan to continue to use APEX as a more open-ended/exploratory 
tool when we are looking to identify emergent patterns. 

 

Figure 8. Snippet showing a portion of the APEX design worksheet. Here, designers can mark the desired 
percentage of total interaction time an “ideal” participant group would spend seeking knowledge in order 

to set a priori design goals. The worksheet can then be compared with results like those shown in Figure 4 
and Figure 6. The full worksheet is attached in the supplemental documents. 

8 TAKEAWAYS 

The Results section illustrates that APEX enabled us to learn a lot about visitor engagement 
with both exhibit iterations— Blockhead and GrooveMachine—from both a macro-level view (i.e. 
across multiple participant groups) and from a micro-level view of detailed qualitative 
descriptions of each group’s interaction trajectory.  

While preliminary, these types of findings illustrate the depth of understanding that the 
APEX framework can provide that neither APE nor VEF offer on their own. APE might tell us 
that “most visitor groups had meaningful physical engagement with the exhibit”; VEF might tell 
us that “30% of visitors displayed breakthrough behaviors”; APEX goes beyond that and helps us 
to understand when participants reached a stage of engagement, whether they built up to that 
stage or jumped straight into it, and what indicators exist that participants reached that stage of 
engagement (e.g. Did they just reach physical integrated manipulation? Or was this also 
corroborated by social collaboration and intellectual application of knowledge?). APEX also 
allows us to understand this type of information on both an individual group level and a more 
macro-level view of all group interactions. These observations would also not have been made 
salient from other evaluation instruments commonly used in museums (e.g. [6,22,39,62]) or for 
understanding collaborative work (e.g. [59]).   

Ideally, APEX results can aid research and design teams in reporting results from exhibits to 
relevant stakeholders. To make reporting easier, researchers may want to isolate specific 
elements of the plots and compare them to a priori design goals. For example, imagine an 
exhibit designed to challenge commonly held beliefs.  At the outset, the design team has 
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indicated two important features: 1) they want participants to “apprehend” the exhibit fairly 
quickly (within the first 30 seconds) in order to experiment with the concepts; 2) the exhibit 
challenges a commonly held belief about a scientific phenomena; therefore, the designers expect 
participants to express discord, extremes of positive and negative emotion, and to move into 
physical:investigative and intellectual:sharing states after being in intellectual:applying in order 
to test the concept that challenges their commonly-help belief. The researchers may report plots 
that show these phenomena one at a time.  The first plot might show apprehendibility by 
revealing only the physical and intellectual engagement elements.  A second set of plots may 
focus on how designers feel the participants will respond to concepts that challenge their 
thinking: that is, a plot may show only social:discord and emotion and then overlay 
physical:investigative, intellectual:sharing, and intellectual:applying. 

8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We have currently applied the APEX framework to studying two iterations of an exhibit 
design—Blockhead and GrooveMachine. These were both exhibits focused on providing a 
collaborative, embodied computing learning experience. We assert that the process we went 
through to adapt the framework from Blockhead to GrooveMachine resulted in a set of codes and 
instructions for applying them that can be transferred readily to other collaborative, embodied 
exhibits that aim to foster active prolonged engagement, due to the distinctly different 
implementations of the two exhibits. We have preliminarily verified this by developing coding 
schemes for two other exhibits—Sound Happening and Dive Trainer—which differ from the 
TuneTable iterations in that they involve full-body interaction (Sound Happening) and fewer 
degrees of freedom/less physical collaboration (Dive Trainer). However, these coding schemes 
have not yet been operationalized in a formal study. Further study is needed to fully verify the 
transferability of the coding scheme.  
The APEX framework is intended to provide an overarching view of how participants progress 
through stages of engagement. Other existing tools provide more in-depth analysis of particular 
aspects of participant engagement—for instance, frameworks for analyzing learning talk in 
conversation provide more insight into relevant discussion of content knowledge [61], 
techniques for tracking participant location could deepen researchers’ understanding of 
physical engagement [53,69], and interviews or personal meaning maps could provide more 
insight into visitors’ prior knowledge and expectations [23]. APEX can be used alongside or in 
addition to other analyses depending on the researcher/evaluators’ needs.  

Codes in each APEX category could potentially be expanded in future work depending on 
researchers’ interests and resources. For example, researchers might collect visitor data using 
additional sources (e.g. eye tracking data, close-up video of facial expressions), which could 
allow for the addition of new emotional engagement codes. Researchers may also want to 
conduct additional data analysis depending on their interests. For example, visitors’ progression 
through stages of engagement are currently more salient in the micro-analysis than in the 
macro-analysis visualization. In the micro-analysis, researchers can clearly see how the APEX 
stages of engagement for a single group change over time. The macro view alternatively allows 
researchers to summarize the amount of time groups spent in each stage on average (but does 
not present overarching statistics about patterns of progression, for example). Research teams 
could use the APEX data to generate such statistics in the future. In summary, the framework is 
adaptable and can be modified to suit a research group’s specific needs. 
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One limitation is that the amount of data shown in the micro-visualization may be 
overwhelming and may provide plots that do not easily invite comparison.  For example, a 
group that engages with an exhibit for one minute will have a different plot and therefore 
different experience than a group that engages for ten minutes. One approach is to normalize 
the plots to allow for comparison by showing what the group did in the first 25% of the 
interaction and in the last 25% of the interaction, for example.  However, depending on the 
research team’s questions, it may be more appropriate to group the various plots by feature and 
then analyze the groupings.  That is, we may want to know what the group dynamics, size, age, 
etc. of the participants are for the 1-minute vs. the 4-minute group in order to better understand 
how the exhibit performs under different group dynamics. Similarly, the design worksheet 
outlines the expectations that designers have of participant engagement. We may then compare 
the expectations to actual participant engagement to better understand design decisions. Finally, 
instead of normalizing the plots, we may use the plots as they are to understand important 
phenomena.  For example, most designers want groups to understand how the exhibit works 
quickly in order to enable them to experiment with the concepts of the exhibit (i.e. immediate 
apprehendability [35]).  For this, we may analyze the first minute of engagement to determine 
whether and how long it takes participants to navigate through physical:isolation and 
intellectual:seeking in order to reach intellectual:applying. 

9 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we present APEX, a framework that builds on both prior work and experimentally 
derived data to provide a coding scheme for qualitative analysis of visitors’ physical, social, 
intellectual, and emotional engagement with collaborative, embodied museum exhibits that 
foster active prolonged engagement. We present two case studies where we apply APEX to 
understanding visitor interactions with different iterations of the TuneTable exhibit. These case 
studies illustrate that APEX illuminates findings at both a macro- and a micro-level that go 
beyond what previously developed evaluation instruments have been able to achieve. We 
additionally present an APEX observation form for lower-resource analysis and a preliminary 
tool that designers can use to set and evaluate a priori design goals using APEX, should they 
wish to use the framework in this way.  

The framework, applied case studies, and preliminary design tool presented in this paper can 
be of use to designers, researchers, and educators studying collaborative, embodied, active 
prolonged engagement exhibits in informal learning spaces. The tools we provide can be used to 
facilitate a more informed, evidence-based iterative design cycle and to provide detailed insight 
into visitors’ engagement and learning trajectories when interacting with exhibits. To facilitate 
the use of APEX by a wider audience, we provide a set of supplemental materials along with 
this paper submission (described in more detail in 5.2.6 Additional Resources). 
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